A LITTLE SOMETHING FOR THE GIRLS

A lot of girls doubt themselves and their capabilities . I agree there is a lot of competition these days,
but no matter what, you should never forget who you are and what your personal values are.
Instead of pretending to be someone or something you`re not, just be yourself ,stay true to yourself
and respect yourself and others ,in other words don`t do something that you know the "real you"
(for lack of better words) wouldn`t do.- Alessia Cara once said " ...there`s a hope that is waiting for
you in the dark , you should know you`re beautiful just the way you are , and you don`t have to
change a thing the world could change its heart, no scars to you`re beautiful , we`re stars and we`re
beautiful ... she says beauty is pain and there`s beauty in everything. She does not see her perfect ,
she don`t understand she`s worth it , so to all the girls that`s hurting let me be your mirror help you
see a little bit clearer ,the light that shines within..." .

Girls stand up for your rights , help yourselves and other girls in need of inspiration or a good role
model and someone to look up to. All of us are beautiful and unique in our own way we just have to
show it to ourselves and to the world. Stop trying so hard to fit in, you were made to stand out not
fit in. Being a girl is cool, but it isn`t always easy! For no good reason girls aren`t always given the
same chance as boys. Very often girls worry about being beautiful and feel intimidated by other girls
sometimes , for those girls I want to tell you that beauty is not about having a pretty face or body ,
it`s about being brain beauty , having a pretty heart and a pretty soul. Turn your cant’s into cans and
your dreams to your plans.

Years from now, there will be people who finally realize they should have given you a chance. They
will finally see that you are worth more than they were willing to accept and there was more to you
than they were willing to see. But don`t do what you do for those people, don`t do what you do to
prove them wrong , do what you do for the Lord , the one who has been there with and for you all
along . Push yourself because no one else is going to do it for you. You were made to do hard things
so believe in yourself and just do it. The most important thing a girl wears is her confidence. Tell
yourself everyday: I AM A GIRL , I AM SMART , I AM STRONG AND I CAN DO ANYTHING!!!

Stay positive even when it feels like your world is falling apart. And most importantly remember to
always be yourself!!
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